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A little bit about me

Hello! I’m Claudia, a recent Graphic Design graduate from  
Falmouth University. I am an enthusiastic designer, motivated by a  

desire to beautifully craft innovative ideas which solve real-life problems. 
I enjoy photography & experience design – however, my real passion lies in 
branding & editorial. I strongly value the importance of spreading kindness 
& creative courage and being a helping hand to others – I hope that as my 

career progresses, this is something I can continue to champion. 

Even though I have spent the last 3 years studying in sunny Cornwall,  
I am a northern girl at heart, originally from a small town in Lancashire. 
To completely live up to the stereotype, when not trapped behind my 

computer screen, I can be regularly found drinking plenty of tea, going on 
long countryside walks or listening to my 122-hour long Spotify playlist!
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EASTERN ROOTS
TYPOGR APHY, EDITORIAL, CR AFT

BRIEF
Create a publication that reflects the subject of  
your dissertation. The design should demonstrate  
your skills as a designer in typography, typesetting  
and clarity of communication.

SOLUTION
My dissertation examines the question; ‘To what  
extent has Japan’s culture inspired their aesthetic  
sensibility and informed their contemporary graphic 
design practise?’ As a result, I designed a publication 
to best reflect the content and all that I have learnt, 
incorporating Japanese aesthetic concepts, theories  
and cultural details from this magnificent country.

Read my dissertation here

https://issuu.com/claudiaaggett/docs/claudia_aggett_eastern_roots_dissertation




Typesetting inspired by Tategaki 縦書,  
the vertical writing system of Japan.



Binding mirrors traditional Japanese techniques.



Appreciation of Japanese simplicity and emptiness, 
following the aesthetic principles of Kenya Hara.





45RPM
D&AD NEW BLOOD, BR ANDING, UX

BRIEF
Brand a bike hire scheme in a city of your choosing, 
this can be one that already exists or a new scheme. 

SOLUTION
Introducing 45RPM, Manchester’s revolutionary 
bike hire scheme in partnership with Spotify – 
celebrating the city’s rich music culture – past, 
present and the future. With its name deriving  
from the most common vinyl single, the 45  
(and the records’ revolutions per minute) 
this dock-based hire scheme encourages an 
innovative and safe inner-city cycling experience 
with its fun, pedal-powered musical bikes. 

So how does it work? At the turn of the bike 
wheel, music will be played aloud, the song’s 
tempo determined by the cyclist’s speed and 
revolutions of the pedals. Simply, the faster the 
pedalling, the faster the song. This ensures the 
recommended inner-city cycling speed is always 
maintained, providing a safe environment for all.



INSIGHT 
Manchester has always been on the move. Once one of the 
true engine rooms of the Industrial Revolution, it is a city 
brimming with character, history and a whole lot of pride. 

Manchester has long been recognised for its rich musical 
heritage. Having birthed the likes of The Smiths, Oasis and 
New Order, the city is known for being a hub for all genres 
of music, with these iconic names in British pop culture 
not only putting Manchester on the map, but also paving 
the way for future generations. New emerging artists 
prove that Manchester’s music scene continues to thrive, 
rightfully earning its status as the music capital of the UK. 

In June 2019, The Institute for Public Policy Research 
released a report labelling Manchester’s pollution levels as 

“lethal and illegal”. With this in mind, how can we combine 
the city’s love of music with a more sustainable mode 
of transport to tackle Manchester’s air quality crisis?



BRAND IDENTITY
Inspired by the visual language of 45RPM record 
sleeves, combined with the iconic visual language 
of Manchester's musical heritage, this is a brand 
identity which feels both familiar and fresh. 

The unique colour scheme is universally appealing, 
distinct and eye-catching. A graphic language 
of patterning is derived from tyre treads and 
nods to the iconic Hacienda branding, whilst also 
connoting a sense of direction and movement 
The typographic treatment of 45RPM is loud and 
bold, in line with the brand's straight-talking tone. 
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APPLICATION 
The app is the most crucial aspect of the 
user's interaction with 45RPM, as such, it 
needs to be clear and foolproof for first 
timers, and enjoyable for regular users. 

Upon opening the app you are greeted 
by a landing page which invites you to 
register or alternatively, log-in for returning 
users. You can then begin by exploring the 
city, searching for nearby docking stations 
where you can pick up a 45RPM bike. 

The app contains additional features beyond 
typical bike hire apps, such as the Artist Feed, 
the Community (acting as a social networking 
platform), Rewards and the Hidden Tracks 

— a wayfinding experience where you are 
able to uncover the secrets behind some of 
Manchester’s most notable music destinations. 
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https://vimeo.com/426018470


The applicationApplication



PROMOTION 
A distinct and visually appealing campaign is 
a crucial part of ensuring a good number of 
sign-ups. Utilising fly-poster sites across the 
city is a low-fi approach more regularly used 
in promotion of music releases, which is fitting 
for 45RPM, and its intended audience.

Complementing this is a digital campaign aimed 
at tech-savvy 16-30yr olds who will hear about 
the scheme via Instagram or Spotify ads.

Using their phone’s GPS, users situated in the 
Manchester region will be prompted to download 
the app and get pedalling, another method of 
attracting as wide an audience as possible. 



Promotion



WAYFINDING
Wayfinding is essential to ensure bikes are located 
and dropped off correctly – these totems will 
be unmissable with their distinctive patterning 
and visual brand language. Iconic locations and 
popular destinations will be clearly sign-posted 
ensuring users set off in the right direction!

Inspired by the British Heritage blue plaques 
seen nationwide, 45RPM will be placing brand 
‘discs’ throughout the city. These discs will 
inform riders of the secrets behind some of 
Manchester’s most notable music destinations. 
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SOLUTION
In collaboration with Airbnb, Project Together is a non-profit organisation 
that aims to reignite community spirit in local areas across the country. 
Through community-led workshops and gatherings based on personal skills 
and mutual passions, Project Together will provide individuals a platform to 
build friendships, learn new things and gain a sense of belonging, together.

Awarded Creative Champion at the South West Design Awards 2020

BRIEF
With 70% of Brit’s admitting that they do 
not know who lives next door and upsettingly 
only 6% stating that community spirit is 
strong in their area, devise a strategy that will 
reignite the local community spirit. Promote 
integration and encourage connections 
between individuals throughout the UK.

PROJECT TOGETHER
SELF INITIATED, BR ANDING, UX, FILM, PRINT



The identity features a range of 
handwriting and explores the idea that 
anybody can put their stamp on it. 

The Project Together mark has been inspired 
by the collaborating brand, Airbnb and their 
globally recognised ‘Belong Anywhere’ 
Belo symbol. Not bound by location, the 
mark is a symbol that transcends language 
and accepts that we are all different.



Watch the Film 01:45

https://vimeo.com/414031100


WEBSITE
The website serves as the main platform 
for kickstarting a change, where users 
can gain further understanding of Project 
Together, how to get involved and register 
their interest. The website aims to encourage 
involvement and persuade users to download 
the app, to try it for themselves. 



APPLICATION
The Project Together app is the 
main platform where members 
can get involved and make a 
difference to their local community 
by registering to attend and host 
workshops or gatherings.



WELCOME PACK
As a thank you, Project Together delivers a 
complimentary welcome pack to registered 
members. This pack contains a bunch of 
resources for users to take with them to 
their first meet-up or to start their own 
workshop / gathering feeling confident. 





JOYFAL
COLLABOR ATIVE, BR ANDING, SOCIAL DESIGN

Joyfal is an initiative with the simple aim to spread 
joy around Falmouth (and beyond!) while promoting 
handcrafted activities. We work with people of all  
ages from an array of communities, to help spread  
our message as far as possible.

Joyfal began as a postcard delivery service, giving 
students and staff at Falmouth University the 
opportunity to make someone smile. Since then, 
we have held events at Toast Pop-Up Arts Fair, 
Falmouth Library and Falmouth Art Gallery. We 
have also hosted workshops at King Charles CE 
School and Penryn Memory Cafe, a welcoming 
and safe space for people with dementia. 

Find out more at @joyfalness

https://www.instagram.com/joyfalness/






PUBLICATIONS
Following each event, we create a publication 
to document the experience and inspire 
other positive acts. Our Joyfal Journals can 
be found in cafe’s around Falmouth and a 
number of design studios further afield! 

Each issue is designed with an interactive 
front cover that reflects the content inside. 

All issues can be read online here

https://issuu.com/joyfal


Watch the Film 02:00

https://vimeo.com/411466904


D&AD EXHIBITION
ART DIRECTION, CUR ATION, EDITORIAL

BRIEF
Curate a showcase exhibition of Graphic Design 
and Creative Advertising that celebrates the 
recognition of Falmouth as a global leader in 
educational excellence, due to student success 
at the D&AD 2019 New Blood Awards. 









D&AD EXHIBITION

NEWSPAPER
Supporting exhibition newspaper designed to 
celebrate the success of Falmouth students 
and document their achievements, showcasing 
each winners’ project and a short interview.





WARBURTON’S 
BAKED BY US
SELF-INITIATED, BR ANDING, PACKAGING

BRIEF
Design a way to celebrate the diversity 
of our nation through the exploration 
of regional dialects. Encourage the 
connection and communication between 
individuals of similar dialect inheritance 
and enable people to uncover their own 
cultural community background.  

SOLUTION
In association with National Dialect Day, Warburton’s will be transforming their 
iconic designs into easily recognisable, regional packaging to celebrate the diversity 
of language and dialect in the UK. Introducing Baked by us, Made for Everyone, an 
all-inclusive, ‘accepting of all’ packaging range which aims to permanently replace 
Warburton’s designs which have long been a symbol for the British dinner table. 



LETTERPRESS TYPE
I created a typeface using traditional print 
methods to resemble visuals often related to 
bakeries and Warburton's traditional qualities  
and heritage. Each character is different  
to represent the nation coming together  
in celebration of our regional differences.



Packaging design



The full range of Warburtons' new regional packaging, which 
uses the developed collage letterpress characters, demise 
of any hierarchy, where everyone and every name is equal.



Watch the Film 00:30

https://vimeo.com/401597801


THE BOOKCASE
TYPOGR APHY, EDITORIAL, CR AFT

BRIEF
Design a typographic work exploring the theme 
Lost, investigating its widest interpretation 
from historical, cultural and global perspectives, 
drawing upon references to different eras, 
societies, social groups, generations etc.

SOLUTION
Based on the subject of dementia, The Bookcase: A Collection of Recollection is a 
publication inspired by my Grandmother's experience of Vascular Dementia and 
Alzheimer’s Disease. The publication uncovers the unheard voices of dementia, 
providing reader's a safe space to exchange stories and to inform what it is 
like to live with and around the disease. The publication documents the lives 
of those directly affected, accompanied by memories from loved ones. 





Page embossings resemble the fading and the imprints 
of memories, whilst the paper cuttings imitate the 
deterioration and impact of dementia on the brain.





Real-life stories and research sourced from visiting 
care homes throughout Lancashire and Cornwall.





LOST IN THOUGHT
PHOTOGR APHY, ART DIRECTION

I have always had a passion for photography and it is a 
medium I enjoy exploring with my projects and would love 
to continue as I progress from my studies. This photographic 
series was produced to accompany The Bookcase, a book 
which documents the livelihood of those living with and 
around dementia. The images are centred around the  
themes of vulnerability and the fragility of old-age. 

View the whole series here

https://claudiaaggett.com/istd-lost-the-bookcase-photography






BESIDES THE SEASIDE
PHOTOGR APHY, EDITORIAL, ART DIRECTION

BRIEF
Explore the locality, in our case the seaside town of 
Falmouth, engage with people, find the overlooked 
stories that you want to tell. Uncover new narratives. 
Create powerful, beautiful, expressive, unexpected 
images. Share your work with new audiences. 

SOLUTION
‘Besides the Seaside’ explores and documents the reality 
of residential living beyond the postcard ideology of the 
Cornish seaside town of Falmouth. From an external point 
of view, Falmouth is commonly identified by beautiful 
beaches and picturesque cottages with brightly coloured 
doors, when realistically, there is a whole other world living 
behind the facade. This world is one which individuals would 
not typically classify as Falmouth, being situated amongst 
the 10 per cent most deprived areas in the country. This 
contrast between the tranquil, desirable Cornwall and its 
harsh reality is the focus of this photographic essay.

View the whole series here

https://claudiaaggett.com/besides-the-seaside-photography-series


Screen-printed cover represents the durable and convincing 
facade in which Falmouth holds to its external viewers.





Positive statements juxtapose the bleak, pessimistic 
imagery — framing the focus of the narrative.



CUR ATED EXHIBITION

EXHIBITION
By positioning the exhibition outside of the 
main show space, the audience was encouraged 
to search for the work as a response to the 
imagery and concept. Locations included the 
wall (shown above) and the glass lift. The use of 
the lift allowed individuals to be taken behind 
the facade of the exhibition into a normally 
unused, unseen and recognised location.



Overview of exhibition, showing 
entrance to lift installation.



MISCELLENEA
TYPOGR APHY, EDITORIAL, CR AFT

BRIEF
Design a proposal for ‘The Dissertation 
Journal’, a collection of writings from the 
graduating cohort of Graphic Design. 
The intention of the journal is to promote 
excellent critical writing practice as an 
integral aspect of undergraduate study.

SOLUTION
Miscellenea: The Eleventh Pause is a perfect-bound publication which provides 
readers with an inviting, positive reading experience, partnered with a given pace, 
to guide the individual naturally through each set of writings. The word ‘Miscellanea’ 
is defined as a ‘miscellaneous collection of literacy writings’ with a prominent 
double ‘ll’ feature. These attributes reflect the ‘pause’ symbol. Inspired by this trait 
and with the concept of pace and rhythm in mind, I devised a navigation system, 
collating this universally recognised media language, assisting effortless reading.



Slipcase with embossed navigation symbols, 
mirroring the publication title.



Each dissertation has been divided using paperstock and colours. 





DESIGN BY CLAUDIA
ETSY STORE, SELF-INITIATED, CR AFT

‘Design by Claudia’ is an online store selling original handcrafted 
stationery goods, such as notebooks, cards and prints. I began 
this Etsy shop back in June 2018 as it allowed me to utilise my 
love of bookbinding and gave me a purpose to create things  
for others. The following pages showcase a selection of work  
I have produced for customers online and for local art fayres.

Feel free to browse the shop here

https://www.etsy.com/shop/designbyclaudiastore




Thank you!

Any questions? Thank you for taking the time out of your day to look through 
my work. If you are interested in seeing more, please feel free to visit one of the 

links below, drop me an email or give me a bell! Hope you have a lovely day.

claudiaaggett@hotmail.co.uk

+44 (0)7890 093577

claudiaaggett.com

@claudiaaggett

@designby.claudia

in/claudiaaggett

claudiaaggett

mailto:claudiaaggett%40hotmail.co.uk?subject=Portfolio%20Feedback
http://claudiaaggett.com
https://twitter.com/claudiaaggett
https://www.instagram.com/designby.claudia/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/claudiaaggett/
https://www.behance.net/claudiaaggett

